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New York Consolidated Laws Service (CLS)
The statutory text of the New York CLS is fully certified as authoritative by the New York Legislative Bill Drafting Commission, an agency of the New York General Assembly. Turn to New York CLS for up-to-date and authoritative New York primary law, including statutory research. The extensive set includes:

- Fully certified, fully annotated statutory text
- Comprehensive index, replaced annually
- Practice Insights commentary written by leading attorneys focused on New York law to assist practitioners in using and interpreting New York statutes
- Legal, business, pleading and practice forms integrated with the statutes
- Fully annotated cumulative supplements, published annually
- Annotations based on all New York cases and federal cases arising in New York, attorney general opinions and opinions of the state comptroller, the state education department and other selected state agencies
- All case citations Shepardized™ so you can be sure you are relying on good law
- Selected annotated court rules

234 volumes, hardbound, with current supplement, Pub. #40805, ISBN 9780327106661

New York Consolidated Laws Interim Supplement Service
Provides updates on the most recently enacted statutes and case notes, along with updated law review articles, federal aspects and new NYCRR references.

NS 1 volume, softbound, published twice per year, Pub. #57255, ISBN 9780327112242
eISBN 9780769880693

New York Consolidated Laws Advance Legislative Service
Contains a summary of act titles, the full text of the included acts, a cumulative table of the statutory code sections affected, governor’s approval and veto messages, executive orders and court rule updates.

NS 1 volume, softbound, updated 8 times per year, Pub. #40980, ISBN 9780327112174
eISBN 9780769880796

New York Consolidated Laws Service Session Laws
Includes the latest bills passed by the state legislature and signed into law by the governor of New York.

NS 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #40805, ISBN 9781663329554
eISBN 9781663337245

Consolidated Laws of New York
An unannotated set of the complete laws of New York, published annually. Volumes are arranged according to subject matter and feature an index at the end of each volume.

NS 9 volumes, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #43609, ISBN 9781663319500
eISBN 9781663319517
NS 9 volumes, loose-leaf, replaced annually, ISBN 9781663319524

Consolidated Laws of New York Legal Assistant Edition
This is an affordable, unannotated compilation of 14 selected parts of the New York Consolidated Laws most used in general legal practice.

NS 1 volume, loose-leaf, replaced annually, Pub. #43609, ISBN 9781663316646
eISBN 9781663320186

New York Court Rules Annotated
Rules of court governing trial procedure in New York become have increasingly critical in recent years as the courts use the rules to alter court procedure rather than seeking changes through the legislature. New York Court Rules Annotated is organized to accommodate quick reference, whether you’re in the office or courtroom. The rules are fully annotated, providing practitioners key insights into how courts will apply and interpret the procedural dictates.

Volume 1 Trial and Appellate Court Rules includes the rules most used by trial practitioners, such as the Uniform Rules for the New York State Trial Courts and the rules of the appellate divisions of the Supreme Court. Volumes 2 and 3 Court Administration and Practice Rules include the rules regulating the practice of law, including Standards and Administrative Policies and the Rules of Professional Conduct.

NS 3 volumes, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #41231, ISBN 9781663301383

New York Pharmacy Laws
1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. 33746, ISBN 9781663317537
eISBN 9781663317544

New York Real Estate Laws
1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #33742, ISBN 9781663317391
eISBN 9781663317407

New York Taxation Laws and Regulations
2 volumes, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #33740, ISBN 9781663316868
eISBN 9781663316875

FASNY Fire Service Laws of the State of New York
1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, replaced annually, Pub. #30717, ISBN 9781663315984
eISBN 9781522193258

ALSO AVAILABLE

United States Code Service (USCS)
USCS places all the statutes, expert commentary, case annotations and research references and puts them right at your fingertips. It’s the only code service to use the exact language of the Statutes at Large, so you can cite it with absolute confidence, USCS provides:

- Thorough, annotated coverage of all 54 titles of the U.S. Code; the U.S. Constitution; U.S. Sentencing Guidelines; Federal Rules of Civil, Criminal, Bankruptcy and Appellate Procedure; Federal Rules of Evidence; and other federal court rules
- Case notes to the decisions of major federal administrative agencies such as the FTC, IRS, NLRB and EEOC
- Concise case annotations of all court decisions that meaningfully interpret the statutes and court rules
- Extensive research references to Am Jur® 2d, ALR® articles, leading Matthew Bender treatises and U.S. L Ed 2d, as well as a host of “how-to” publications, forms and law review articles
- Cross references to the CFR to help you locate the federal regulations that implement your statute

267 volumes, hardbound, with current supplements, Pub. #46902, ISBN 9780327102779

Individual volumes and mini-sets are also available separately.

New York Colorbook Titles
These portable legislative references provide quick access to up-to-date selected statutes and rules, and they include timetables and court directories. Each volume is replaced annually. Secure your latest edition of Colorbooks now. Look for details on these titles in their respective practice area sections.

New York Commercial Law (Goldbook)
1 volume, softbound, replaced annually plus mid-year supplement, Pub. #00751, ISBN 9781663327253
eISBN 9781663327260

New York Corporation Law (Whitebook)
1 volume, softbound, replaced annually plus mid-year supplement, Pub. #00076, ISBN 9781663326874
eISBN 9781663326881

New York CPLR (Redbook)
1 volume, softbound, replaced annually plus mid-year supplement, Pub. #00076, ISBN 9781663326874
eISBN 9781663326881

New York Criminal Statutes and Rules (Graybook)
1 volume, softbound, replaced annually plus mid-year supplement, Pub. #00459, ISBN 9781663326225
eISBN 9781663326232

New York Family Law Statutes (Yellowbook)
1 volume, softbound, replaced annually plus mid-year supplement, Pub. #00277, ISBN 9781663326928
eISBN 9781663326935

New York Landlord-Tenant Law (Tanbook)
1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #00795, ISBN 9781663328427
eISBN 9781663328434

New York Real Property Law (Bluebook)
1 volume, softbound, replaced annually plus mid-year supplement, Pub. #00798, ISBN 9781663328441
eISBN 9781663328458

New York Surrogate’s Court (Greenbook)
1 volume, softbound, replaced annually plus mid-year supplement, Pub. #00781, ISBN 9781663329042
eISBN 9781663329059
SECONDARY LAW
Banking Law & Compliance

An A.S. Pratt® Publication

Pratt’s™ State Regulation of Second Mortgages and Home Equity Loans: Northeast Region
Diane H. Jenkins, Lisa E. Minoff

Get the information and guidance you need to comply with laws and regulations in New York, Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island and Vermont. The publication identifies and explains the state laws and regulations that affect second mortgage loans and home equity lines of credit. It describes the principal laws and regulations applicable to the offering of junior lien loans on a state-by-state basis, as well as the licensing and registration applicable to loan originators.

1 volume, loose-leaf with downloadable content, updated annually, Pub. #04857, ISBN 9780769878577
eISBN 9780769888934

ALSO AVAILABLE

Federal Banking Laws
Includes banking and banking-related statutes from several titles of the United States Code Service. Whether you are an attorney who works with clients on banking or commercial transaction issues or you are a member of a bank or other financial institution, this affordable reference is an excellent guide to federal banking laws.

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #22455, ISBN 9781663318725
eISBN 9781663318732

Consumer Credit Law Manual
National Consumer Law Center
Covers consumer credit law and regulations, and provides exhaustive coverage of consumer credit transactions.

2 volumes, loose-leaf with pamphlet, updated annually, Pub. #01064, ISBN 9780820530451
eISBN 9780327173304

An A.S. Pratt Publication

Clarks’ Secured Transactions Monthly
Barkley Clark, Barbara Clark

With the risk involved in today’s complex secured lending agreements, lenders and their counsel need guidance on the latest developments and their impact on the industry. Clarks’ Secured Transactions Monthly, written by the leading authorities in this industry, brings you practical insights on drafting air-tight lending agreements with information on collateral proceeds, revolving credit, pledge agreements, payment processing and more.

Newsletter, 12 issues per year, Pub. #04730, ISBN 9780769877877
eISBN 9780769879291

A Sheshunoff® Publication

ACH Transactions Compliance and Training Guide
Gary Nesbitt

This reference tool contains explanations and examples to assist with application of the ACH Rules when originating or receiving ACH transactions. The Guide is also an excellent resource to use in preparation for the AAP (Accredited ACH Professional) exam offered by NACHA. It includes materials that can be used as a self-paced training program or in a classroom setting. The issues covered include ACH Fundamentals, ACH Files, ODFI and RDFI Operations, other ACH Participants, Risk Management and Regulatory Compliance.

1 volume, loose-leaf with downloadable content, updated twice per year, Pub. #02415, ISBN 9781522110897
eISBN 9781522110903

Over 30 banking law and commercial titles are available from our A.S. Pratt portfolio. In addition, the Sheshunoff portfolio of more than 50 how to publications offers insight, analysis and timesaving workflow tools, including sample policies, checklists and forms, treatises, journals and newsletters to help guide financial services professionals like you through today’s complex and ever-changing legal and regulatory landscape. Visit the LexisNexis® Store to browse the entire collection.
Bankruptcy Law

Local Rules of the Bankruptcy Courts—Second Circuit
Printed in a separate, easy-to-carry softbound format for each judicial circuit, these pamphlets provide the local bankruptcy rules, general and administrative orders, memoranda and other relevant procedural information for each federal judicial district and bankruptcy appellate panel. Each circuit court title is updated three times per year.

 1 volume, softbound, updated 3 times per year, Pub. #00200, ISBN 9780820530208
eISBN 9780327194750

ALSO AVAILABLE

Collier Pamphlet Edition
Richard Levin, Henry J. Sommer, Editors-in-Chief
This set provides one of the easiest ways to access the up-to-date text of the Bankruptcy Code, Rules and Official Forms, expert commentary and analysis plus selected case summaries.

Collier Pamphlet Edition, complete set
 3 volumes, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #00221,
ISBN 9781663300003
eISBN 9781663300041
Volumes also sold separately.

A Matthew Bender® Elite Product

Collier on Bankruptcy®, Sixteenth Edition
Richard Levin, Henry J. Sommer, Editors-in-Chief
The preeminent bankruptcy law treatise provides authoritative analysis of all provisions of the Bankruptcy Code (title 11 U.S.C.) and the Bankruptcy Rules, plus a full collection of commercial and consumer bankruptcy forms.

 28 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 4 times per year, Pub. #00219, ISBN 9781422475126
eISBN 9780327173199

Collier Consumer Bankruptcy Practice Guide
(treatise with forms volumes)
Richard Levin, Henry J. Sommer, Editors-in-Chief
This transaction-based practice guide assists the practitioner through all phases of a consumer bankruptcy case, from interviewing the client to filing an appeal.

 3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 3 times per year, Pub. #00294, ISBN 9780820529677
eISBN 9780352717221
Consumer forms are also available as Vols. 18 and 19 of Collier on Bankruptcy and as Vols. 4 and 5 of Collier Forms Manual, Fourth Edition. Treatise volume also sold separately.

Business, Commercial & Corporate Law

New York Commercial Law (Goldbook)
Contains the full text of the New York Uniform Commercial Code—with New York Annotations and Official Comments—and New York General Obligations Law. Amendment notes are included for each statute. The Goldbook features an overview of Articles 3 and 9 and a topical index.

 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually plus mid-year supplement, Pub. #00751, ISBN 9781663327253
eISBN 9781663327260

New York Corporation Law (Whitebook)
Includes the complete New York Business Corporation Law, Limited Liability Company Law and Not-for-Profit Corporation Law, with amendment notes. It also includes selected provisions of related statutes pertaining to tax, securities, construction and franchising. The Whitebook features a Table of Amendments and topical index.

 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually plus mid-year supplement, Pub. #00811, ISBN 9781663326188
eISBN 9781663326195

LexisNexis® AnswerGuide™ New York Business Entities
Steven R. Gersz
Covers important business law topics, including selecting, forming, operating and dissolving a business entity; acquiring licenses and permits; buying, selling and valuing a business; and identifying conflicts of interest and ethical issues when representing multiparty entities. It includes 90 detailed, task-oriented checklists and more than 200 practice pointers.

 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #01339, ISBN 9781663322609
eISBN 9781663322616

COMING IN 2022:

Corbin on New York Contracts
Timothy Murray, Jon Hague
Corbin on New York Contracts is a unique and comprehensive explanation of the law of contracts in New York, supported by ample citations to, and discussions about, pertinent judicial authorities applying New York law, as well as pertinent statutory law. The book is written so that the user can easily reference the multi-volume Corbin on Contracts treatise that is the authoritative legal treatise relied on by courts in resolving contract disputes.

 1 volume, hardbound, replaced annually, Pub. #02922, ISBN 9781522184119
eISBN 9781522184119

to order, lexisnexis.com/NEWYORK | 866.312.5042
New York Practice Guide: Business and Commercial

This how-to guide provides insightful analysis on everything from choosing the form of business organization to shareholder disputes, commercial arbitration and letters of credit. Each chapter includes a legal background section and practice guide with useful checklists, tips on strategy, tax planning notes, sample forms and drafting guides.

5 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00517, ISBN 9780820515175
eISBN 9781579117467

White, New York Business Entities, Fourteenth Edition

Steven R. Gersz, General Editor

This set provides extensive coverage of the Business Corporation Law, Limited Liability Company Law, Not-for-Profit Corporation Law and Partnership Law (including Limited Partnerships, the Revised Limited Partnership Act and Registered Limited Liability Partnerships). Section-by-section analyses incorporate treatises, memoranda and law reviews, related statutes, uniform laws, forms and history.

9 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00812, ISBN 9780820569727
eISBN 9780327170822

New York Commercial Litigation Guide

Kyle C. Bisceglie, Herbert C. Ross, Thomas J. Fleming

By distilling years of experience from distinguished New York commercial law attorneys, this Guide leads you smoothly through every stage of a commercial dispute. From initial case analysis through resolution, you’ll work efficiently and effectively, while sidestepping pitfalls that can trip up even the most experienced practitioners. Includes over 60 task-oriented checklists; more than 150 strategic points, warnings and timesaving tips; and extensive, targeted cross-referencing to specific state and federal legislation.

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #01617, ISBN 9781422478509
eISBN 9781579114886

Bender’s Forms of Pleadings: Contract Actions

This title provides a robust offering of sample court-tested pleadings from actual cases to guide the drafting of pleadings in practically any contract case. Each chapter contains a concise statement of the substantive law necessary to prepare a proper pleading. Complaints, defense pleadings, bills of particulars, counterclaims, third-party complaints and petitions for various contract actions in New York state are included.

6 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #02465, ISBN 9781522131664
eISBN 9781579114886

Material in this publication is also published in Bender’s Forms of Pleading.

New York Nonprofit Law and Practice: With Tax Analysis, Third Edition

Victoria B. Bjorklund, James J. Fishman, Daniel L. Kurtz, Karen Alinauskas

Look no further for in-depth guidance on New York’s nonprofit sector. The Third Edition, integrating the sweeping changes made by New York’s Nonprofit Revitalization Act, covers nonprofits from initial organization through dissolution and winding up. Implications of the 2017 Tax Cuts and Jobs Act and the 2018 Bipartisan Budget Act on tax exempt organizations are fully covered.

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #62546, ISBN 9781632816061
eBook, eISBN 9781632816061

CSC® New York Laws Governing Business Entities Annotated

2 volumes, softbound, with downloadable content, replaced twice per year in the spring and fall, Pub. #25570, ISBN 9711663313614
eISBN 9781663313607

CSC and LexisNexis team up to bring you the highest-quality compliance and business entity law publications available. CSC publishes annotated statute collections for 20 jurisdictions, including Delaware Laws Governing Business Entities Annotated. In addition, CSC publishes compliance handbooks and treatises for forming corporate entities, including:

- Qualifying to Do Business in Another State: The CSC® 50-State Guide to Qualification
- The Directors’ Handbook
- Symonds & O’Toole on Delaware Limited Liability Companies, Second Edition
- Voss on Delaware Contract Law
ALSO AVAILABLE

Corbin on Contracts: Force Majeure and the Impossibility of Performance Resulting From COVID-19
Timothy Murray
1 volume, softbound, Pub. #02955, ISBN 9781663319906
eISBN 9781663319906

Force Majeure Forms, Clauses, Drafting and Analysis
NS
eBook, Pub. #02960, eISBN 9781663317841

Thomas Fox
1 volume, softbound, Pub. #28152, ISBN 9781663312099
eISBN 9781663312105

Rhoades & Langer, U.S. International Taxation and Tax Treaties
Rufus v. Rhoades, Marshall J. Langer
This respected text covers aspects of U.S. taxation of Americans doing business abroad and foreigners investing in the U.S. It gives you current and extensive information you need to seek out tax advantages and avoid pitfalls. Count on:

- In-depth analysis of relevant Internal Revenue Code provisions and Treasury Regulations and Rulings
- Annotated text of U.S. income tax treaty and selected estate and gift tax treaties
- Summary status sheets to identify treaties and agreements
- Concise general rules
- Timesaving examples and tables

Reorganized for speedy access and filled with practical examples and tables, Rhoades & Langer will guide you through your international business and investment tax questions.

Jerred G. Blanchard Jr., Christine A. Sloan, Kai R. Kramer, Meaghan A. Wolfe
An invaluable tax planning guide and procedural manual, this authoritative publication meets the demand for substantive analysis on this domain of tax law. It includes:

- Workpaper examples showing calculations for multiyear accounting procedures
- Elections and options—with explanations of when and how to use them
- Text of pertinent revenue rulings and procedures, IRS private letter rulings and general counsel memoranda

Detailed textual analysis covers the affiliated group; intercompany transactions; capital gains and losses; net operating losses; earnings and profits; special limitations on certain deductions; intercompany distributions; excess loss accounts; investments in affiliates; methods of accounting; special inventory adjustments; specialized industries; and much more.

6 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 4 times per year, Pub. #00337, ISBN 9780820527789
eISBN 9781579116538
Criminal Law & Procedure

New York Criminal Statutes and Rules (Graybook)
This volume features the full New York Criminal Procedure Law and Penal Law, as well as related criminal provisions of the Correction Law, Executive Law, Judiciary Law, Public Health Law, and Vehicle and Traffic Law—with amendment notes. The Graybook also includes a Table of Amendments, selected court rules, outline for sentencing and pleas, court directory and topical Index.

NS 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually plus mid-year supplement, Pub. #00459, ISBN 9781666332625
eISBN 9781666332623

Federal Criminal Practice: A Second Circuit Handbook
Gordon Mehler, John Gleeson, David James, Alicyn Cooley
Explore guidance for more than 40 major topics, written in the context of decisions issued by the U.S. Supreme Court and the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit. This publication is broad enough to provide an excellent introduction, yet detailed enough to become a trusted resource.
The alphabetical arrangement of topics is supplemented by abundant cross-referencing. In addition, a comprehensive index contains more than 1,000 entries, including hundreds of alternative terms of art, tables of more than 3,000 cases, and tables of statutes and rules.

NS 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #60506, ISBN 9781522199946
eISBN 9781663314062

Canudo on Evidence Laws of New York
Gary Shaw
In addition to being an excellent reference for attorneys, this treatise is a top-notch primer for law enforcement personnel involved in court proceedings.

NS 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #36020, ISBN 9781522160007
eISBN 9781522160014

A Matthew Bender® Elite Product
New York Criminal Practice, Second Edition
Jay Shapiro, Stuart Sacks
This set provides unparalleled treatment of New York’s substantive and procedural law for each stage of the criminal process. Procedurally organized, it captures the latest information in criminal law. Thorough coverage includes analysis of the CPL, penal law and related New York and federal statutes and cases, citations and cross references, and policy issues.

S 8 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00463, ISBN 9780820569635
eISBN 9781422486177

NY CLS Desk Edition: Gilbert’s Criminal Practice Annual
Access the familiar content of the time-honored Gilbert’s Criminal Law and Procedure of New York, enhanced to include thousands of case annotations and practice insights written by New York practitioners. Features full New York Criminal Procedure Law, Penal Law and Correction Law. Also includes relevant provisions of Civil Practice Law and Rules, Executive Law, the Family Court Act, Judiciary Law, Public Health Law, Vehicle and Traffic Law and court rules, as well as revised sentencing guidelines, an updated New York court structure chart and court directory. It was designed to assist the practitioner in understanding current provisions of the sentencing statutes contained in the Penal Law and Criminal Procedure Law.

NS 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually plus mid-year supplement, Pub. #00312, ISBN 9781666332624
eISBN 9781666332625

New York Confessions
Hon. John J. Brunetti
Using the latest cases on admissibility and exclusion of defendant’s statements under New York state and federal laws, this volume covers statement suppression litigation, guilty pleas, silence, illegally obtained statements and litigation of confessions before the jury. Also includes a thorough analysis of CPL 710.30.

NS 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #36834, ISBN 9781663317797
eISBN 9781663317803

LEARN MORE
New titles and publishing events at lexisnexis.com/LexisSource
Commentary and blogs at lexisnexis.com/ContentInsider
New York Identification Law: The Wade Hearing/The Trial
Miriam J. Hibel
Intended to be a go-to resource and research tool for both trial and appellate attorneys, as well as judges, this publication offers substantial coverage on legal issues arising before and during trial in identification cases in New York.

NS 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #36024, ISBN 9781663313942
eISBN 9781663313966

New York Criminal and Civil Forfeitures
Steven L. Kessler
Gain in-depth analysis of the state forfeiture and RICO laws used by state and local law enforcement authorities to confiscate and forfeit assets of individuals and corporations. Includes sample forms and relevant statutory provisions.

NS 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #69140, ISBN 9781663323712
eISBN 9781663323729

New York Suppression Manual—Arrest, Search and Seizure, Confession and Identification
Lewis R. Katz, Jay Shapiro
New York’s position on the Fourth, Fifth and Sixth Amendment rights of criminal suspects and defendants frequently diverges from that of the U.S. Supreme Court. This essential treatise gives you coverage of New York’s law on search and seizure, arrests, confessions and identification procedures. You’ll find analysis of relevant federal and state statutes and case law, as well as useful checklists and sample forms.

NS 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00652, ISBN 9780820516523
eISBN 9781579112837

Criminal Law Handbook of the State of New York
Hon. Barry Kamins
Contains the New York criminal laws you need, organized and formatted for convenient research in a single volume. This newest edition includes the full New York Penal Law; Criminal Procedure Law; correction laws; the New York City Criminal Court Act; and many more relevant statutes covering topics such as jury selection, education and environmental conservation. The publication also covers sentencing guides that provide classifications of felonies, misdemeanors and violations under New York Penal Law and the appropriate terms of imprisonment.

NS 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, ISBN 9781663332424
eISBN 9781663332431

Criminal Procedure Law of the State of New York
From the commencement of an action through final sentencing and appeals, this title allows you to see the law relating to every step of the trial process. Containing Chapter 11-A of the Consolidated Laws of New York, it provides information on pretrial law enforcement activity, securing witnesses, warrants and bail.

NS 1 volume, loose-leaf, replaced annually, Pub. #36866, ISBN 9781663325761
eISBN 9781663325778

ALSO AVAILABLE
Marijuana Regulation
Karin D. Jones, James M. Shore
NS 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #04965, ISBN 9781663326706
eISBN 9781663326713

Learn about our collection of marijuana titles at lexisnexis.com/marijuanalaws

Federal Criminal Laws and Rules
NS 2 volumes, softbound with eBook, replaced annually, Pub. #22463, ISBN 9781663315618
SECONDARY LAW: EDUCATION LAW • ELDER LAW

Education Law

School Law, 38th Edition
New York State School Boards Association
Written in a practical, highly accessible question-and-answer format, School Law combines concise analysis of state and federal education laws and regulations; numerous regulatory and administrative sources; and court decisions. It explains rules affecting teacher tenure assignments and evaluations, school accountability interventions, access to school board meetings, competitive bidding, student records, employment discrimination, special education and more.

New York Education Laws
An extensive and up-to-date reference guide on laws affecting education in New York. In addition to statutes, this publication includes commentary on the latest laws and summaries of significant case law, commissioner’s decisions and new legislation.

Elder Law

New York Elder Law
David Goldfarb, Joseph Rosenberg
This planning guide covers a variety of issues including planning for disability; Medicaid eligibility, spousal rights, transfer of assets, estate planning and wills; health care coverage and resources; income and estate tax; elder abuse; and more. All forms and checklists in the guide are also provided in a downloadable file.

ALSO AVAILABLE

Mealey’s® Elder Law Report
This monthly newsletter covers litigation in federal and state courts that affect senior citizens. Key issues include elder abuse and elder fraud; nursing home liability; arbitration agreements in nursing home contracts; employment discrimination; housing; powers of attorney and medical care directives; guardianship and conservatorship; retirement income; medical malpractice; and trusts and estates.

Tax, Estate & Financial Planning for the Elderly
John J. Regan, Rebecca C. Morgan, David M. English
This benchmark practice guide offers simple, direct guidance through myriad regulations, forms and agencies encountered in an elder law practice. It provides legal analysis and commentary to help practitioners resolve the intricate problems that arise in this evolving area of practice.

Tax, Estate & Financial Planning for the Elderly: Forms & Practice
Michael Gilfix, David M. English, Rebecca C. Morgan
This companion to the practice guide provides additional forms, practice tips, checklists and references.

LexisNexis offers a sensible purchasing plan for print publications of a specific title or across your entire account. To learn more, visit lexisnexis.com/MAP or contact your LexisNexis® account representative.
Employment & Labor Law

New York Employment Law, Second Edition
Jonathan L. Sulds

The premier employment law guide for New York attorneys and businesses, this publication covers the entire range of private sector employment law in New York. Coverage includes the contractual relationship; discrimination; and incidents of the employment relationship such as recruiting, preemployment testing, privacy in the workplace, and statutory regulation of such topics as wages and hours, workers’ compensation, disability benefits, employee safety, and health and unemployment insurance. It also contains a compilation of important statutory provisions and other texts chosen to facilitate your research.

4 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00796, ISBN 9780820517964
eISBN 9780327169031

New York University Review of Employee Benefits and Executive Compensation

This one-of-a-kind annual publication features expert analysis and discussion of the most critical cutting-edge issues in employee benefits and executive compensation by some of America’s finest tax attorneys and professors.

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #01646, ISBN 9781663305749
eISBN 9781663323873

ALSO AVAILABLE

LGBTQ Employment Law Practice Guide
Donald C. Davis, John L. Litchfield

Increasingly, employment law professionals are called upon to advise clients on legal and practical issues surrounding the workplace rights of LGBTQ individuals. This guide includes:
• Analysis of federal law pertaining to LGBTQ workplace rights
• A state-by-state survey of available protections for LGBTQ employees
• Summaries of relevant state law and administrative processes
• A look ahead to the future of LGBTQ workplace rights law
• Helpful guidance, practical tips, checklists and forms

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #02357, ISBN 9781663305674
eISBN 9781663305746

National Labor Relations Act: Law and Practice
Anne Marie Lofaso

6 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00614, ISBN 9780820516141
eISBN 9781579118006

Noncompete Law
Hon. William Constangy

Noncompete litigation and legislation is symptomatic of the confusing, disparate and often contradictory application of the law to disputes about the enforceability of noncompete agreements. Gain an in-depth understanding of the issues and a step-by-step process for resolving them with this essential tool for practitioners.

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #02315, ISBN 9781663325600
eISBN 9781663325617

CONNECT WITH US!

lexisnexis.com/LexisNexisLawBooks-LinkedIn
lexisnexis.com/LexisNexisLawBooks-Twitter
lexisnexis.com/LexisNexisLawBooks-Facebook
Environmental Impact Review in New York

Michael B. Gerrard, Daniel A. Ruzow, Philip Weinberg

An all-encompassing guide to New York’s State Environmental Quality Review Act (SEQRA) and the environmental impact review process that SEQRA generated, this unique publication takes project applicants, opponents and regulators through every stage of the exacting compliance requirements and procedures of SEQRA, as well as its New York City counterpart, the City Environmental Quality Review (CEQR) process. Coverage includes siting and environmental impact review of electric-generating plants, natural gas facilities and natural gas pipelines.

2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00744, ISBN 9780820517445
eISBN 9781579112165

Environmental Law in New York

Michael B. Gerrard, Editor

Keep pace with developments in New York environmental statutes, regulations, court decisions, administrative rulings and other environmental news. Each issue of this monthly newsletter features an in-depth lead article on a hot topic in environmental and/or land use law—and also keeps you fully up to date on legal developments in such critical areas as SEQRA/CEQR, agency practice, air and water quality, wetlands and wildlife, solid waste, pesticides, noise, lead, asbestos, land use, oil spills and storage, historic preservation, energy, toxic torts and hazardous materials. You receive timely reports on decisions of New York state and federal courts, new statutes, and new regulations of all state and New York City environmental agencies, as well as administrative rulings and guidance memoranda from the Department of Environmental Conservation.

eNewsletter, 12 issues per year, Pub. #00004, ISBN 9781579112608

Environmental Conservation Law of New York

Environmental Conservation Law of New York affords attorneys and other professionals the ability to understand and ensure compliance with these complex laws, all in one volume. A table of legislative changes highlights new sections and amendments to the statutes, and a comprehensive index allows for quick, easy reference.

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #36880, ISBN 9781663317605
eISBN 9781663317612

ALSO AVAILABLE

Hydraulic Fracturing Law and Practice

Davis Graham & Stubbs LLP, Gray Reed & McGraw LLP, Vorys, Sater, Seymour and Pease LLP

This handy deskbook is an invaluable, go-to resource for any attorney dealing with the legal, regulatory and legislative issues surrounding hydraulic fracturing. Along with information on current federal requirements and the requirements of every producing state, you’ll get current case law on hydraulic fracturing, including both reported and unreported cases.

1 volume, softbound, updated biennially, Pub. #002354, ISBN 9781663313072
eISBN 9781663313089

Renewable Energy Law and Policy

Jack Jacobs, Andrew Herndon

This volume covers aspects of most renewable energy deals, including issues pertaining to structuring, real estate, finance, land use and contracts, as well as environmental, corporate, tax and securities law. This book helps you navigate the complex and ever-changing landscape of this growing area of law by explaining both the dynamics of the industry and the existing and developing regulatory and competitive environment.

1 volume, softbound, updated annually, Pub. #02433, ISBN 9781663320902
eISBN 9781663320919

Wind and Solar Law

Roderick E. Wetsel, Becky H. Diffen

Gain insights into past growth and future expansion of wind and solar energy, both onshore and offshore, in the U.S. The book includes an overview of wind and solar industries, practice perspectives, policy discussions, recent industry developments and more.

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #01677, ISBN 9781663322937
eISBN 9781663322944
Estate Planning, Probate & Estate Administration Law

New York Surrogate’s Court (Greenbook)
This book includes the full text of New York Surrogate’s Court Procedure Act and Estates, Powers and Trusts Law. Includes related statutes such as Tax Law Art. 26 (Estate Tax), General Obligations Law Art. 5 Title 15 (Statutory Powers of Attorney), Mental Hygiene Law Arts. 81 and 83 (Guardianship), and selected provisions of the Public Health Law and the Domestic Relations Law. The Greenbook also includes the complete Uniform Rules for Surrogate’s Court and related rules, and it features a Table of Amendments with explanatory notes, Official Forms of the Surrogate’s Court, Surrogate’s Court checklists, Surrogate’s Court directory and topical index.

LexisNexis® AnswerGuide™ New York Surrogate’s Court
Joshua S. Rubenstein
Gain insight into the unique procedural requirements of the Surrogate’s Court, task-oriented checklists and practice pointers to ensure best practices and avoidance of potential practice pitfalls.

New York Practice Guide: Probate and Estate Administration
Jennifer F. Hillman, Lois Bladykas
You’ll find in-depth analysis of state and federal statutes, case law, regulations and statewide court rules. Broad-ranging coverage includes preliminary administration steps, administration of estate assets, estate accounting, New York and federal estate taxation, the decedent’s final income tax return and income taxation of estates. Each chapter provides legal background, guidance on practice and procedure, forms and a reference guide.

New York Civil Practice: EPTL
Nomí N. Zomick
This treatise provides widespread coverage of the substantive law of wills, trusts, family rights, perpetuities, accumulations, fiduciaries’ powers, powers of appointment and charitable trusts. It includes:
- Expertly written analysis of the law with legislative history and underlying studies of the Temporary Commission on Estates and Revisers’ Notes
- Case-law developments and statutory amendments, fully analyzed
- Enactment and amendment notes for each Estates, Powers and Trusts Law (EPTL) section
- Cross references to and discussion of other laws affecting the operation of the EPTL
- A fast-action index

New York Estate Administration
Margaret V. Turano, C. Raymond Radigan
This portable, single-volume resource provides an extensive reference guide to probate practice in New York with insightful discussion and detailed analysis of the substantive and procedural law of estate administration in New York Surrogate’s Court.

Bloom on New York Wills Law
Andrew L. Martin
This guide provides a review of the New York law relating to decedents’ estates and wills, covering such topics as will construction, trusts, fiduciaries, right of election, and probate procedures.

Drafting New York Wills and Related Documents, Fourth Edition
Ira Mark Bloom, William P. LaPiana
This unique drafting system provides a complete package of forms, primary sources and analysis. It includes a checklist of 150 items to consider in drafting wills and testamentary trusts; detailed discussion of the law, including New York and federal tax implications; and hundreds of will clauses for specific purposes. All wills and clauses are also included in a companion downloadable file.

To order, lexisnexis.com/NEWYORK | 866.312.5042
New York Civil Practice: Surrogate's Court Procedure Act
Nomi N. Zomick
This indispensable reference for estates attorneys and representatives provides up-to-date interpretation and analysis of the Surrogate's Court Procedure Act (SCPA). Includes:

- The full text of SCPA, as well as textual analysis of every act section
- Easy-to-follow sequential arrangement with treatise paragraphs corresponding to SCPA section numbers
- The latest case-law developments, statutory amendments and rule changes to keep you up to date
- In-depth examination of developing law to provide you with practical insights
- A timesaving listing of cross references to provisions in other laws applicable to Surrogate's Court practice

$ 6 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00808, ISBN 9780820518084
eISBN 9780327170587

A Matthew Bender® Elite Product

Warren's Heaton on Surrogate's Court Practice, Seventh Edition
Hon. David H. Guy, Linda B. Hirschson, Andrew L. Martin, Hon. Stacy L. Pettit, Hon. C. Raymond Radigan, Joshua S. Rubenstein, Board of Editors
Organized by subject, this title covers the issues arising in Surrogate's Court practice, including jurisdiction; intestacy; appointment of representatives and guardians; administration of real and personal property and probate; attorney's fees; appeals and actions involving fiduciaries; and more. You'll find:

- In-depth analysis of case law affecting substance and procedure
- Up-to-date analysis of SCPA, EPTL and related statutes
- Over 1,000 court-tested forms, readily adaptable
- Current New York and federal estate tax return forms, explanations and analysis
- Subscription to Legislative & Case Digest to keep you up to date with the latest developments

$ 15 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #69148, ISBN 9781663306326
eISBN 9781663318169

New York Surrogate's Court Procedure Act

New York Estates, Powers & Trusts Law

New York Estates, Powers and Trusts Law & Surrogate's Court Procedure Act Handbook

ALSO AVAILABLE

Valuation Handbook
Joni Larson
This definitive treatise examines the art of valuing the assets of an estate. Topics include: methods of valuation; valuing real property; valuation issues unique to closely held businesses; estate and gift tax valuation issues; transfer pricing issues; using experts; arbitration; and more.

$ 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #01464, ISBN 9781422406762
eISBN 9781579114770
**Family Law**

**New York Family Law Statutes (Yellowbook)**
Includes the complete text of New York Domestic Relations Law, the Family Court Act (with related court rules) and Social Services Law. Amendment notes are provided for each statute. Key features include a Table of Amendments, New York court directory and topical index.

NS 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually plus mid-year supplement, Pub. #00277, ISBN 9781663326928
eISBN 9781663326935

**New York Civil Practice: Matrimonial Actions, Second Edition**
*David Lansner, Ruth Sovronsky, Board of Editors*

Turn to this reference for thorough coverage of matrimonial actions in New York, including jurisdiction, pleadings, temporary relief, discovery, pretrial procedures and evidence. You’ll find insightful analysis of:
- Each ground for divorce, separation and annulment, and the defenses that may be raised
- Pleadings
- Temporary relief
- Discovery and evidence
- Pretrial procedures
- Equitable distribution and property valuation
- Child support, child custody and visitation
- Tax considerations
- Counsel fees
- Modification and enforcement proceedings

S 4 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 3 times per year, Pub. #00809, ISBN 9780820569864
eISBN 781579119652

**New York Civil Practice: Family Court Proceedings, Second Edition**
*Joseph Carrieri, Gary Solomon, Board of Editors*

All major aspects of family court practice are addressed in this treatise, including in-depth analytical discussions complete with extensive case annotations. Topics include: The Child Support Standards Act; family offenses; paternity, custody and adoption; juvenile delinquency; child abuse and neglect; persons in need of supervision (PINS) proceedings; and foster care.

S 4 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00814, ISBN 9780820569871
eISBN 781579119645

**LexisNexis® AnswerGuide™ New York Family Court Proceedings**
*Jeffrey M. Carpenter*

This volume offers valuable insights for dedicated family court lawyers, trial lawyers, civil practitioners, new associates and paralegals. It covers important topics related to family court proceedings, including initial pleadings; jurisdiction; PINS; juvenile delinquency; child and spousal support proceedings; paternity proceedings; termination of parental rights; adoption proceedings; custody and visitation proceedings; family offense proceedings; and child protective proceedings. It includes over 90 detailed, task-oriented checklists and more than 300 practice pointers.

NS 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #01364, ISBN 9781663326836
eISBN 9781663326843

**New York Practice Guide: Domestic Relations**

This practical reference guides you step by step through virtually every matrimonial action, including divorce and annulment, distribution of marital property, spousal and child support, tax considerations, child custody and visitation, UCCJA and PKPA, child abuse and neglect, and domestic violence. Each chapter provides legal background, guidance on practice and procedure, forms and a reference guide. You’ll find useful checklists, questions and answers, pleadings, motion papers, sample agreements and judgments—over 500 forms in all.

S 4 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00518, ISBN 9780820515182
eISBN 9781579117474

**New York Family Law Handbook**

NS 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #69158, ISBN 9781663306357
eISBN 9781663306340

**Lexis Practice Advisor® Forms Pack: Divorce & Child Custody Proceedings (New York)**

NS Downloadable file, single user, Pub. #02745, eISBN 9781522139881

**Lexis Practice Advisor® Forms Pack: Premarital (Prenuptial) Agreements & Postnuptial Agreements (New York)**

NS Downloadable file, single user, Pub. #02742, eISBN 9781522139850
Federal Practice

Stuart A. Summit, Victor T. Fuzak, Lynne Fischman Uniman
Provides full coverage of civil litigation practice and procedure from the filing of the lawsuit through judgment with emphasis on pretrial procedure and local practice coverage. The text is easily accessible and includes checklists, forms, strategic overviews and complete analysis of the local rules of the federal district courts in New York and Connecticut in order to ensure compliance with all the local procedural rules of the court in which the case is pending.

$3 3 volumes, loose-leaf, with softbound pamphlet, updated twice per year, Pub. #01110, ISBN 9780820539256
eISBN 9781579111147

American Parentage Law
Jeffrey A. Parness
This title describes the U.S. parentage law evolution, comments on it, and explores likely future developments. It provides important clarification on this difficult and complex topic.

NS 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #02918, ISBN 9781663330102
eISBN 9781663300119

Military Family Law
Patricia D. Shewmaker, Steven P. Shewmaker
This essential guide makes sense of the intricate web of federal rules and regulations governing the military, the practices unique to each branch of the service and the complicated issues involved where one or both spouses are members of the military.

NS 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #04967, ISBN 978166333728
eISBN 978166333735

The Wagstaffe Group® Practice Guide: Federal Civil Procedure Before Trial
James M. Wagstaffe
This across-the-board practice guide breaks down complex procedural issues with insights and analysis to help you understand court splits and provide you with plenty of advisory practice tips, allowing you to litigate with confidence.

$3 3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, plus current awareness supplement, Pub. #02440, ISBN 9781522115922
eISBN 9781522115939

Moore's Federal Rules Pamphlets
James William Moore, Kevin Shirey, Fay Hulett-Nelson, Lawrence Kaplan

NS 4 volumes, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #00415, ISBN 9781663337062
eISBN 9781663337130

Moore's AnswerGuide™: Federal Pretrial Civil Litigation
Timothy J. Chorvat, Howard S. Suskin

NS 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #01487, ISBN 9781663312717
eISBN 9781663312754

Moore's AnswerGuide™: Federal Civil Motion Practice
Timothy J. Chorvat, Howard S. Suskin

NS 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #01499, ISBN 9781663334299
eISBN 9781663334305
General Practice/Civil Litigation

New York Civil Practice Law and Rules (Redbook)
This portable manual contains the full text of the Civil Practice Law and Rules with legislative history and selected provisions of related statutes. Also included are a Table of CPLR Amendments, a CPLR Timetable, selected CPLR-related forms, an updated New York Court Directory, Rules of Professional Conduct and a topical index.

New York CLS Desk Edition—Civil Practice Annual
Includes the Annual Table of Amendments; a New York court system chart; Civil Practice Law and Rules; selected CPLR-related forms; Domestic Relations Law; Real Property Actions and Proceedings Law; the State Administrative Procedure Act; the Surrogate’s Court Procedure Act; the Court of Claims Act; the Family Court Act; the New York City Civil Court Act; Uniform City, District and Justice Court Acts; Uniform Civil Rules for New York state trial courts; New York’s Rules of Professional Conduct; and updated court directory. Enhanced to include numerous case annotations and practice insights from active New York practitioners. Also includes selected provisions of the General Municipal Law; General Obligations Law; Insurance Law; Judiciary Law; and Mental Hygiene Law.

LexisNexis® AnswerGuide™ New York Civil Litigation
David L. Ferstendig
This volume offers valuable insights for dedicated trial lawyers, civil practitioners, new associates and paralegals. It covers important topics related to civil litigation, including initial pleadings, jurisdiction, statutes of limitations and venue. Includes 65 detailed, task-oriented checklists and over 150 practice pointers to ensure best practices and avoidance of potential practice pitfalls.

LexisNexis® AnswerGuide™ New York Civil Disclosure
David Paul Horowitz
Gain coverage of each stage of the disclosure process with analysis of the CPLR and related statutes, court rules and case law with practice insights on the conduct of effective disclosure. Topically organized, it includes 65 detailed, task-oriented checklists and over 170 practice pointers to ensure best practices and avoidance of potential practice pitfalls.

LexisNexis® Practice Guide: New York e-Discovery and Evidence
Kyle C. Bisceglie
This Guide translates the body of law under current case law, the provisions of CPLR Article 31 and the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure into concise, practical insight by looking at e-discovery and electronically stored information (ESI) through the eyes of New York attorneys. It focuses on the New York law and the law applied by federal courts in New York that impact discovery and use of ESI as evidence. This title also:
• Describes the creation, storage and production of ESI
• Explores how to identify and manage the volume of ESI that may be relevant to a particular lawsuit
• Suggests how to deal with the dynamic information stored in metadata
• Discusses the need to avoid spoliation and retrieve, restore or translate the material before it is produced
• Examines issues regarding relevance and privilege
• Evaluates the unique obligation of the parties to “meet and confer” on the plan for discovery of ESI, especially with respect to ethical considerations, litigation strategy and managing the cost of producing ESI
• Explains how to use ESI at trial

To order, lexisnexis.com/NEWYORK | 866.312.5042
SECONDARY LAW: GENERAL PRACTICE/CIVIL LITIGATION

A Matthew Bender® Elite Product
New York Civil Practice: CPLR (Weinstein, Korn & Miller), Second Edition
Jack B. Weinstein, Harold L. Korn, Arthur R. Miller, original authors; David L. Ferstendig, General Editor
Capturing the latest trends in case and statutory law and serving as the exhaustive source to begin or complete research on New York civil practice, this title continues to provide the most recent insight and analysis of the significant amendments that were made to the Uniform Rules for the Trial Courts, 22NY-CRR Part 202, effective February 1, 2021. With these amendments seeking to replicate practice in the Commercial Division, this analysis will continue throughout 2021 and into 2022.

In this indispensable guide to New York civil practice:
- Content organization emphasizes the most current legal developments and de-emphasizes old law
- Procedural context paragraphs describe each CPLR section’s interrelationship with other statutes and the New York court rules; cross-refer to related CPLR sections; and explain significant recent amendments
- A timetable focuses on New York Civil Practice
- A reference appendix is provided for each chapter

15 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 4 times per year, Pub. #00805, ISBN 9780820563602
eISBN 9780327173212

David L. Ferstendig, author and general editor
This set provides succinct, topical coverage of every key aspect of New York civil procedure under the Civil Practice Law and Rules of New York. It’s a valuable, quick-reference guide providing succinct coverage and serving as a timesaving complement to the Weinstein, Korn & Miller treatise.

2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00802, ISBN 9781422483374
eISBN 9781579119966

New York Standard Civil Practice Deskbook
Rely on this annotated work for statutes and case law governing the most common areas of civil practice and procedure in the state. The statutory text is prepared by the same lawyer-editors responsible for New York Consolidated Laws Service and is certified by the state so you can introduce it as evidence in court. It includes case notes of selected, recent decisions construing and applying the statutes and rules.

1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, updated semiannually, replaced annually, Pub. #68909, ISBN 9781663333384

1 volume, softbound, updated semiannually, replaced annually, ISBN 9781663333377
eISBN 9781663332875

A Matthew Bender® Elite Product
Bender’s New York Evidence: CPLR
David Paul Horowitz; originally written by Louis R. Frumer, Elliot L. Biskind
Benefit from this examination of the case law, statutes and court rules that define evidentiary standards in New York. This title includes an analysis of both foundational cases and the most recent decisions interpreting the law. Also included are analyses of key statutes (such as CPLR Article 45, Evidence) that are essential to an understanding of New York evidence. This title includes analysis of both civil and criminal evidentiary issues. It illustrates courtroom methods and techniques with sample sequences of direct- and cross-examination.

9 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 3 times per year, Pub. #00108, ISBN 9780820511085
eISBN 9781579115821

New York Evidence Courtroom Manual
David Epstein, Glen Weissenberger
Each evidence topic is treated in a separate chapter that includes the text of the relevant statute or a summary of the relevant case law, followed by authoritative commentary and analysis, current trends and developments, any constitutional considerations and brief descriptions of significant cases interpreting the law.

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #04392, ISBN 9781663325426
eISBN 9781663325433

This publication brings New York evidence law to life, showing you how to frame foundational questions to gain admission or exclusion of evidence. The book includes specific lines of questioning, demonstrating courtroom-proven trial techniques applying New York evidence law.

1 volume, hardbound, with current supplement, Pub. #63570, ISBN 9780327001355
eISBN 9781579111977

Canudo on Evidence Laws of New York
Gary Shaw
This respected handbook provides a broad overview of New York evidence laws. Written in a concise manner, this reference book outlines the fine points of evidence law and covers a wide range of case law in a flowing, narrative style. A list of definitions, a table of cases, a table of statutes and a comprehensive index are included.

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #36020, ISBN 9781522160007
eISBN 9781522160014
New York Civil Practice Law and Rules: Forms
This affordable forms desk edition is perfect for any general practitioner in New York. These forms are keyed to specific sections of the CPLR relevant to pleadings, service, motion practice, disclosure, accelerated judgments, trial motions, enforcement of judgments, arbitration, proceedings against public body or officer, attachment and much more.

2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 3 times per year, Pub. #02459, ISBN 9781522130864
eISBN 9781522130871
Material in this publication is also published in Medina’s Bostwick Practice Manual.

New York Civil Practice Laws and Rules Handbook
1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #69132, ISBN 9781663306296
eISBN 9781663316592

New York Civil Practice Law and Rules Handbook
1 volume, loose-leaf, replaced annually, ISBN 9781663306302

A Matthew Bender® Elite Product
Medina’s Bostwick Practice Manual
This set contains over 4,200 New York general civil practice forms for every major area of law. It’s divided into five major parts:
• Civil Practice Law and Rules (CPLR)
• Civil Litigation
• Surrogate’s Court Practice
• Appellate Practice
• Forms of Instruments
The first three sections are litigation-related areas that include sample complaints, answers, affidavits, notices of motion, petitions, orders and more. The Appellate Practice section provides the requisite forms to bring a successful appeal to the New York Appellate Division or Court of Appeals. The Forms of Instruments section provides numerous transactional forms that a civil practice attorney is likely to use, from an attorney retainer agreement to a lease, deed, will or trust.

11 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 3 times per year, Pub. #00380, ISBN 9780820513805
eISBN 9781579116958

A Matthew Bender® Elite Product
Bender’s Forms for the Civil Practice
This invaluable resource provides sample forms for complaints, defense pleadings, bills of particulars, third-party complaints and petitions for torts, contract actions, statutory actions, special proceedings, equity proceedings and Surrogate’s Court proceedings in New York State.

Highlights include suggestions for drafting pleadings, current case law, statutory references, annotations, checklists of necessary allegations and useful cross references to New York Civil Practice, Warren’s Negligence and Bender’s Forms for the Consolidated Laws of New York.

28 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 3 times per year, Pub. #00120, ISBN 9780820511207
eISBN 9781579115883
New York Trial Guide
This Guide provides substantive and procedural guidance on evidentiary issues encountered throughout the trial process, complete with illustrative testimony. It covers alternative actions before and during trial, jury selection, and motions and objections relating to direct- and cross-examination. You’ll find scripts on what to say in court motions, objections, responses, arguments and examinations; direct quotes of relevant statutes; case summaries with direct quotes; a master checklist for determining when to make various motions; practice points and checklists; and organizational aids to help in trial preparation.
5 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00599, ISBN 9780820515991
eISBN 9781579117931

New York Appellate Practice
A. Vincent Buzard and other contributors
This guide to handling any appeal before a New York state appellate court provides an analysis of the law with strategic advice for each step of the appellate process. Coverage includes preservation of error for review, threshold jurisdictional considerations, taking and perfecting the appeal, preparation of the appellate brief, and argument and disposition of the appeal. Also features over 100 useful forms for various stages of the appellate process.
2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00519, ISBN 9780820515199
eISBN 9781632843920

Access LexisNexis eBooks in just one click!
Read your eBook in your web browser on any mobile device instantly with the Read Now feature. No additional software required. In-browser feature is an option at the LexisNexis® download center. Simply click the Read Now button. eBooks can still be downloaded and used on various devices. The choice is yours. Learn more about eBooks at lexisnexis.com/ebooks.
LexisNexis eBooks include links to the Lexis+ and Lexis services allowing users to easily link online for additional research. In-browser feature requires Internet Explorer® 11 or higher, Chrome™, Safari® or Firefox®.
LexisNexis® AnswerGuide™ Series

Handle New York legal research tasks faster and more efficiently with LexisNexis AnswerGuide titles. Available in print and portable eBook formats, these single-volume resources combine practical answers with cites to case law, cross references to statutory and analytical content, practice checklists and practice pointers. Ideal for seasoned practitioners, new associates and paralegals alike. Look for details on these titles in their respective practice area sections.

LexisNexis® AnswerGuide™ New York Business Entities
NS 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #01339, ISBN 97816663322609 eISBN 97816663322616

LexisNexis® AnswerGuide™ New York Civil Disclosure
NS 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #01338, ISBN 97816663324290 eISBN 97816663324290

LexisNexis® AnswerGuide™ New York Civil Litigation
NS 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #01282, ISBN 97816663326959 eISBN 97816663326959

LexisNexis® AnswerGuide™ New York Family Court Proceedings

LexisNexis® AnswerGuide™ New York Negligence
NS 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #01350, ISBN 97816663325525 eISBN 97816663325532

LexisNexis® AnswerGuide™ New York Surrogate’s Court
NS 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #01346, ISBN 9781666330178 eISBN 9781666330185

LexisNexis® Practice Guide Series

Gain step-by-step insights with LexisNexis Practice Guide titles. Available in print and portable eBook formats, these resources combine how-to insights and legal background with tips, sample forms and checklists. Look for details on these titles in their respective practice area sections.

New York Practice Guide: Business and Commercial
5 5 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00517, ISBN 9780820515175 eISBN 9781579117467

New York Practice Guide: Domestic Relations
5 4 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00518, ISBN 9780820515182 eISBN 9781579117474

LexisNexis® Practice Guide: New York e-Discovery and Evidence
NS 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #01549, ISBN 9781522122012 eISBN 9781522155029

New York Practice Guide: Negligence
5 4 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00521, ISBN 9780820515212 eISBN 9781579117498

New York Practice Guide: Probate and Estate Administration
NS 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated semiannually, Pub. #00522, ISBN 9780820515229 eISBN 9781579111366

New York Practice Guide: Real Estate
5 6 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00523, ISBN 9780820515236 eISBN 9781579111373
Health Care Law

Health Care Law: A Practical Guide
The exhaustive analysis and practical insights in this guide help you handle the many legal issues facing all health care providers in today’s dynamic environment. Each chapter contains a concise, discussion of the law; an analysis of problems likely to be faced by health care providers; and practical guidelines for dealing with those problems.

LexisNexis Civil Rights & Strategy Series: Federal Health Care Laws

Publications by American Health Law Association

The 30-plus titles in the American Health Law Association library are written by association members with proficiency in their respective areas. The library addresses both fundamental and emerging issues facing the health law community. Visit lexisnexis.com/AHLA to browse the full portfolio.

Bender’s Immigration & Nationality Act Pamphlet

Bender’s Immigration Regulations

Immigration Law Handbook

Immigration Nationality Act Service

A Matthew Bender® Elite Product

Immigration Law and Procedure

Bender’s Immigration Bulletin

Legal Issues in Health Care Fraud and Abuse, Fifth Edition

Fundamentals of Health Law, Seventh Edition

AHLA’s Federal Health Care Laws & Regulations

AHLA’s Guide to Health Care Legal Forms, Agreements, and Policies

Immigration Law

Bender’s Civil Rights Act Pamphlet

Bender’s Civil Rights Regulations

Civil Rights Law Handbook

Civil Rights Nationality Act Service

A Matthew Bender® Elite Product

Civil Rights Law and Procedure

Bender’s Civil Rights Bulletin

Publications by American Health Law Association
Insurance Law

Wolcott B. Dunham Jr., Aviva Abramovsky

Chapters are reorganized to follow the practice of insurance law according to the workflow of insurance attorneys. The treatise structure is in four parts: Overview, Principles and Practice, Types of Insurance Coverage, and Structure and Regulation of Insurance Industry.

Introductory scope sections have been added at the beginning of each chapter to give users a quick overview of each chapter, and descriptive sections in each chapter now make it easy to scan chapters and find essential information.

4 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00484, ISBN 9781422475133
eISBN 9781579111342

Also Available

Business Insurance Law and Practice Guide
This guide, designed for both insurance companies and attorneys who advise businesses of all sizes, provides legal analysis based on case law and statutes, as well as helpful practice tips throughout.

3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00591, ISBN 9780820515915
eISBN 9781579117894

Insuring Real Property
Addressing multiple facets of real property insurance law from environmental damages to reinsurance policies, this treatise was designed for counsel of both the insurer and the insured.

3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00315, ISBN 9781663318466
eISBN 9781579116415

The Law of Life and Health Insurance
Written from the perspective of both the insurer and the insured, this publication is analytical and practical in approach, providing substantive statutory and case analyses. Valuable primary source materials include the text of relevant NAIC Model Codes, life insurance underwriting manuals, an actuarial table and a sample health benefits booklet.

6 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00569, ISBN 9780820515694
eISBN 9781579117672

New York Uninsured and Underinsured Motorist Law & Practice

This publication provides an extensive, up-to-date and helpful view into the complex, heavily litigated, ever-changing, important and potentially quite lucrative area of insurance law on issues involving uninsured motorist, underinsured motorist, and supplementary uninsured/underinsured motorist insurance coverage. It provides clarity in this confusing area of insurance law for attorneys, insurance company claims personnel and executives, arbitrators and judges.

1 volume, softbound, updated twice per year, Pub. #02385, ISBN 9781663318459
eISBN 9781579118466

Material in this publication is also published in New Appleman New York Insurance Law.

New York Insurance Law (Chapter 28)

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #69163, ISBN 9781663306364
eISBN 9781579117773

Material in this publication is also published in New Appleman New York Insurance Law.
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Order eBooks directly at lexisnexis.com/NEWYORK and get same-day access at our download center.
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Intellectual Property Law

New York Intellectual Property Law
Eric E. Bensen

This one-stop reference provides fast access to the New York and federal statutes and NYCRR regulations governing intellectual property matters. One convenient volume gives you:

- An introductory chapter that clarifies complex statutes and explains the interplay of state and federal law
- The complete text of applicable New York and federal statutes
- Practice commentary accompanying key provisions
- Helpful checklists alerting you to all statutes and regulations that affect a specific issue
- Sample agreements and litigation forms

2 volumes, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #00904, ISBN 9781663328380
eISBN 9781663328397

Also Available

Gaming Law & Practice
Kate C. Lowenhar-Fisher, Gregory R. Gemignani, Jennifer J. Gaynor, Jeffrey A. Silver, Michael D. Lipton, Kevin J. Weber, Chantal A. Cipriano, Peter J. Kulick, Robert W. Stocker, II

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #04940, ISBN 9781663301887
eISBN 9781663301871

Intellectual Property Primary Law Sourcebook

1 volume, softbound, updated twice per year, Pub. #01063, ISBN 9781522143550
eISBN 9781522143567

Intellectual Property Counseling and Litigation
Ethan Horwitz

7 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00331, ISBN 9780820513317
eISBN 9781579116484

A Matthew Bender Elite Product
Chisum on Patents
Donald S. Chisum

54 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 5 times per year, Pub. #00525, ISBN 9780820515250
eISBN 9780327173175

Gilson on Trademarks®
Jerome Gilson (original author 1974 – 2005); Anne Gilson LaLonde

10 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 3 times per year, Pub. #00726, ISBN 97814224246207
eISBN 97814224246207

Joining these classic, authoritative Matthew Bender intellectual property treatises, more than 30 IP Law & Strategy Series titles cover a range of topics including patent claim drafting, patent ethics, trademark and copyright litigation, and emerging issues in the IP practice area, written by renowned authors from top law firms. Browse the entire collection at lexisnexis.com/IPseries.
Personal Injury & Tort Law

LexisNexis® AnswerGuide™ New York Negligence
Rhonda E. Kay
This practical and concise guide focuses on key legal and procedural issues that arise in six of the major classes of cases handled by the New York negligence practitioner: motor vehicle accidents, premises liability, construction accidents, products liability, governmental liability and medical malpractice. Additionally, this portable, one-volume publication offers valuable practical insights developed by a seasoned negligence practitioner into the nuances of negligence practice in New York. It includes over 40 detailed, task-oriented checklists and more than 200 practice pointers.

NS 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #01350, ISBN 9781663325525
eISBN 9781663325532

New York Practice Guide: Negligence
Oscar G. Chase, Henry G. Miller
This publication gives you analysis of New York negligence case and statutory law, as well as invaluable practice material—forms, checklists, timetables, strategy and practice tips—and a research guide. Vital for both the novice and seasoned practitioner, it covers the substantive law of negligence; civil practice and procedure; the use of expert witnesses; and the major causes of action including premises liability, products liability, automobile accidents, government liability, medical malpractice and construction accidents.

$ 4 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00521, ISBN 9780820515212
eISBN 9781579117498

A Matthew Bender® Elite Product
Dependable coverage has made Warren's Negligence in the New York Courts the most frequently cited negligence set in New York State. A timesaving, practical tool, it provides full analysis of the many fact situations that arise in New York personal injury and wrongful death cases. This in-depth reference features:

• Elements of a negligence cause of action, defenses and damages
• An alphabetical breakdown of parties, places, instrumentalities and occurrences that give rise to a negligence lawsuit
• Chapter-by-chapter annotations detailing relevant case decisions and statutory enactments
• A sampling of illustrative damage awards to help you determine how much a given case is worth

$ 7 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00790, ISBN 9780820569758
eISBN 9781422486092

What's It Worth? A Guide to Personal Injury Awards and Settlements
NS 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #68439, ISBN 9781663306258
eISBN 9781663318893
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LexisNexis® eBooks—for wherever your work takes you.

Read easily in a web browser or in your preferred eReader.
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Link to the Lexis+ and Lexis services for deeper online access to law sources.‡
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Real Property Law

**New York Landlord-Tenant Law (Tanbook)**
Explore the laws and regulations governing landlord-tenant matters in New York, including provisions of the Real Property Law, Real Property Actions and Proceedings Law; Multiple Dwelling Law; Lien Law and other statutes; selected local laws and regulations, and provisions of related court acts and rules. You get sample landlord-tenant forms, a court and agency directory and a topical Index.

**New York Real Property Law (Bluebook)**
This publication includes full Real Property Law and Real Property Actions and Proceedings Law, as well as selected provisions of related statutes. The Bluebook also includes a real property timetable, updated New York court directory and topical Index.

**Bergman on New York Mortgage Foreclosures**
*Bruce J. Bergman*
This is a definitive analysis of the law, combined with unparalleled practical insight, relating to residential and commercial property foreclosures in New York. Written by a leader in the field, the treatise provides a multitude of annotated forms and tips for successful practice.

**New York Practice Guide: Real Estate**
*Industry contributors*
This set provides guidance for handling real estate transactions and proceedings in New York State, including in-depth analysis of the law, as well as forms and checklists. This publication covers all stages of purchase and sale, including zoning; environmental controls and historic preservation; real estate tax assessment; official maps; landlord-tenant law and practice; construction and operation of the lease from the perspective of both the landlord and tenant; and condominiums, cooperatives and homeowner associations.

**Warren’s Weed New York Real Property, Fifth Edition**
*Alfred Tartaglia*
This encyclopedic treatment of real estate law contains over 260 articles arranged alphabetically. You gain thorough yet concise coverage of a broad range of real estate topics, from airspace rights to zoning, from bankruptcy to wills, from coastal zone management to tax foreclosure. Also includes an index.
New York Landlord and Tenant Handbook
(Summary Proceedings)
This handy, compact volume contains a general statutory scheme of landlord and tenant law presented in a narrative manner, organized by section. History notes and case law annotations enrich the material to create a full picture of the law. Many common issues, such as non-payment proceedings, pet cases and eviction are covered in detail, often from both the landlord’s and the tenant’s viewpoint. A selection of full-text statutes, sample forms and selections from Uniform Rules are included for reference.

Stein on New York Commercial Mortgage Transactions
Joshua Stein
This Archive Edition updated through 2008 continues to provide analysis and practical insight that busy commercial real estate attorneys need every day. Thorough in scope, it explores the full range of legal issues unique to New York commercial mortgages.

Steinman’s Bergerman & Roth, New York Real Property Forms Annotated
Revisions by experienced practitioners
This indispensable forms manual provides you with over 4,000 pages of annotated forms and checklists. Statutory and case citations give substantive and procedural background. It covers commercial leases, contracts for the sale of realty, mortgages, mechanics’ liens, tax titles and assessments, other state and local tax issues, condominiums, zoning, environmental regulation, landlord-tenant, rent strike proceedings and actions on statutory covenants.

Transfer and Mortgage Recording Taxes in New York Title Closings
David M. Goldberg
Avoid tax traps using the insights and strategies gained from author David Goldberg’s experience in New York real estate law. This publication shows you how to anticipate these taxes when structuring the sale, purchase or mortgaging of an interest in realty. It describes these taxes in detail and gives you practical guidance on how to minimize them. The book helps unravel complexity and examines the scope of the effect of taxes by summarizing the law and analyzing statutes, regulations and decisions.

New York Real Estate Laws

New York Taxation Laws and Regulations

Also Available

New York University Seventy-Ninth Institute on Federal Taxation
The leading authorities on federal taxation offer problem-solving coverage of tax controversies; executive compensation and employee benefits; partnerships and real estate taxation; closely held businesses, trusts and estates; international tax; and more.

New York University Institute on State and Local Taxation
The biggest names in state and local taxation gather at New York University and offer presentations on hot, cutting-edge issues in state and local taxation. They develop their presentations into law review-quality articles, published by Matthew Bender, that examine the most critical tax issues of the year in exhaustive depth. As practical as they are scholarly, these indispensable articles are laden with examples, tax-planning tips and commentary.

Missing something?
Explore the full portfolio of practice area coverage from Admiralty Law to Workers’ Compensation Law at the LexisNexis Store. Start browsing at lexisnexis.com/NewYork.
Workers’ Compensation Law

New York State Workers’ Compensation Law Annotated

A collection of New York State Workers’ Compensation Laws, this title is the official publication of the New York State Workers’ Compensation Board. Complete with an introduction from the chair of the board, this reference contains workers’ compensation law, emergency workers’ benefit law and material from New York codes, rules and regulations. The text is enriched with cross references and full annotations from the New York Consolidated Laws Service.

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #30723, ISBN 9781663319821
eISBN 9781663319838

New York Workers’ Compensation Handbook

Ronald E. Weiss, Ronald Balter

Attorneys, claims adjusters, physicians, self-insured employers and vocational rehabilitation workers will all find this Handbook an invaluable tool for understanding New York workers’ compensation issues. Written and organized by industry leaders, it brings clarity to this complex area of law by providing:

- Detailed analysis
- Relevant statutes and regulations
- Authoritative analysis of recent court decisions
- Thorough descriptions of current practice and procedure
- Tables, charts, medical illustrations and a reference directory
- An in-depth index
- Extensive cross references to Larson’s Workers’ Compensation, Desk Edition

3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00347, ISBN 9780820513478
eISBN 9781579111328

ALSO AVAILABLE

Larson’s Workers’ Compensation, Desk Edition

Lex K. Larson and Thomas A. Robinson

Delivers detailed case analyses, statutory references and essential background information in timesaving, insightful portions. With this compact reference, you can understand the different categories of risk and the cases that support them; determine compensability under the law; and handle even the most complex compensation claims or defenses.

3 volumes, loose-leaf, replaced annually, Pub. #01230, ISBN 9781663330765
eISBN 9781663330772

Workers’ Compensation Emerging Issues Analysis

Thomas A. Robinson and National Workers’ Compensation Defense Network (NWCDN), Co-Editors-in-Chief

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #01874, ISBN 9781663323262
eISBN 9781663323279

Occupational Injuries & Illnesses

3 volumes, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #00884, ISBN 9781663310743
eISBN 9781663320445

The Complete Guide to Medicare Secondary Payer Compliance

Jennifer C. Jordan, Editor-in-Chief

2 volumes, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #01575, ISBN 9781663300522
eISBN 9781663320391
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